
Enjoy the best of original Balearic music – blending
poetry, folk, electronica and grooves on one lively stage.

Fira B! presents Balearic Music Nights at the Fringe with a hand-picked selection
of experimental and traditional bands, including the album launch of
outstanding electronica folk artist, Anna Ferrer, the Mediterranean jazz of
Ermanno Panta and the electroverse from Jansky, this daily curation of musical
talent is an exciting mix of cultures, ages, rhythms and rhymes.

JOANA GOMILA   8–11 August, 9.15pm
Acclaimed Majorcan singer Joana Gomila shook the world of traditional music
with her ability to reimagine folk in her boldy personal Folk Souvenir. In her new
work Paradise, she deepens her experimental flair and tender spirit.

ANNA FERRER   12–14 August, 9.15pm
Anna Ferrer compositions pack silence, loneliness and forgiveness, into a
universe of sounds that break down the boundaries between folk and electronics
on her new album Krönia.

BLAI VIDAL TRIO   15–17 August, 9:15pm
Blai Vidal Trio is the new project of Majorcan singer, guitarist and composer
Blai Vidal. Together they take the listener through diverse range of musical
cultures and styles. Drops of Jazz, classical and world compositions trickle into
small ‘sketches’ of poetry.

JULIA COLOM-TONI VAQUER DUO   18–20 August, 9.15pm
Julia Colom-Toni Vaquer Duo showcase a repertoire that taps on the influence
of traditional Majorcan music. Their proposal is a tribute to the music has
accompanied them in their development.

ERMANNO PANTA   21–23 August, 9.15pm
Ermanno Panta & Banda Zeitun transform Mediterranean soundscapes into
jazz inspired by the idea of an island muse. Ermanno Panta is a composer,
singer and multi-instrumentalist, originally from Sicily, who honours Sicilian
music, flamenco and jazz.

JANSKY   24–26 August, 9.15pm
Catalan duo JANSKY define their own subgenre – electro verse: live organic and
digital electronic beats dance to hyper-contemporary flute and Laia Malo’s
unique voice.
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Rebeca Torres at Institut d’Estudis Balearics on 07411323578 /
becavt81@gmail.com

ten word blurb
Jazz, electronica, pop and more from the Balearic Islands.

twenty word blurb
Bands, jazz, electronica, pop, world music and more. Enjoy the warmth of
the Mediterranean and discover new artists!

fringe programme 40-word blurb
The Balearics are not only sand and sun! Come and enjoy the warmth of the
Mediterranean through a hand-picked selection of bandsand bask in their
sound! Enjoy jazz, world music, electronica, pop and more. www.FiraB.org

fringe web blurb
Everybody knows Mallorca, Menorca and Ibiza, our beaches and landscapes,
but the Balearics are not only sand and sun. Music is one of the unknown
assets of our islands and we want to show it to you. Discover new artists!
Come and enjoy the warmth of the Mediterranean through a hand-picked
selection of bands and bask in their sound! Enjoy jazz, world music,
electronica, pop and more. You won't regret it.

author
author display

show website
company website

21:15
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C viva, 130 George Street/Charlotte Square, venue 16
Dates               8 Aug-26 Aug
Time 21:15 (1hr15)
Ticket prices £6.50-£8.50 / concessions £4.50-£6.50 / under 18s £4.50-£6.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 /

www.CtheFestival.com/2019/fira-b-balearic-music-nights
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Rebeca Torres at
Institut d’Estudis Balearics on 07411323578 / becavt81@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Enjoy the best of original Balearic music – blending
poetry, folk, electronica and grooves on one lively stage.

Fira B! presents Balearic Music Nights at the Fringe with a hand-picked selection
of experimental and traditional bands, including the album launch of
outstanding electronica folk artist, Anna Ferrer, the Mediterranean jazz of
Ermanno Panta and the electroverse from Jansky, this daily curation of musical
talent is an exciting mix of cultures, ages, rhythms and rhymes.

JOANA GOMILA   8–11 August, 9.15pm
Acclaimed Majorcan singer Joana Gomila shook the world of traditional music
with her ability to reimagine folk in her boldy personal Folk Souvenir. In her new
work Paradise, she deepens her experimental flair and tender spirit.

ANNA FERRER   12–14 August, 9.15pm
Anna Ferrer compositions pack silence, loneliness and forgiveness, into a
universe of sounds that break down the boundaries between folk and electronics
on her new album Krönia.

BLAI VIDAL TRIO   15–17 August, 9:15pm
Blai Vidal Trio is the new project of Majorcan singer, guitarist and composer
Blai Vidal. Together they take the listener through diverse range of musical
cultures and styles. Drops of Jazz, classical and world compositions trickle into
small ‘sketches’ of poetry.

JULIA COLOM-TONI VAQUER DUO   18–20 August, 9.15pm
Julia Colom-Toni Vaquer Duo showcase a repertoire that taps on the influence
of traditional Majorcan music. Their proposal is a tribute to the music has
accompanied them in their development.

ERMANNO PANTA   21–23 August, 9.15pm
Ermanno Panta & Banda Zeitun transform Mediterranean soundscapes into
jazz inspired by the idea of an island muse. Ermanno Panta is a composer,
singer and multi-instrumentalist, originally from Sicily, who honours Sicilian
music, flamenco and jazz.

JANSKY   24–26 August, 9.15pm
Catalan duo JANSKY define their own subgenre – electro verse: live organic and
digital electronic beats dance to hyper-contemporary flute and Laia Malo’s
unique voice.
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July 2nd, 2019

Fira B! presents Balearic Music Nights
Dates: 8- 26th of August More Info: Fira B! website
Fira B! presents Balearic Music Nights at The Fringe with a
hand-picked selection of bands, from the album launch of outstanding
Anna Ferrer, the Mediterranean jazz of Ermanno Panta or electroverse
from Jansky at CViva Cellar Bar.

8-12 August, Joana Gomilla

12-14th August, Anna Ferrer

15-17th August, Blai Vidal Trio

18-20th August, Julia Colom & Toni Vaquer 21- 23rd August,

Ermanno Panta & Banda Zeitun 24-26th August, Jansky

Tickets:

      JOANA GOMILA
8-11th August, 9:15 PM

With "Folk Souvenir", acclaimed Majorcan singer Joana Gomila shook
the world of traditional music with her way to make it as personal as
bold. In her new work, "Paradise", Joana Gomila deepens the spirit of
research and experimentation that gave strength to her debut album.

              ANNA FERRER
12-14th August, 9:15 PM

Anna Ferrer compositions pack silence, loneliness and forgiveness,
creating a universe of sounds that breaks down the boundaries
between folk and electronics on her new album KRÖNIA

BLAI VIDAL TRIO
15-17th August, 9:15 PM

Blai Vidal Trio is the new project of Majorcan singer, guitarist and
composer Blai Vidal that
takes the listener through diverse musical cultures. The mixture ofword count

company originaldevelopment from copyform

Cherry-picked talent
short blurb

press release venue  viva


